You invent the future, we support your projects

BiotechPark

A biotechnology park incubator and business center for life sciences companies located in the South of France Toulouse South-East
LOCATED IN LABÈGE-INNOPOLE, THE FIRST BUSINESS PARK IN MIDI-PYRÉNÉES REGION (15,000 JOBS, 700 COMPANIES).

Toulouse South East Technopole offers a large range of services: business parks, congress center (Diagora International convention center), very high speed network, PR events, networking… Benefit from outstanding assets of the operations developed by the Sicoval Town Community.

SCIENTIFIC SERVICES
- Access to animal facility A1, A2 (transgenical models) for small rodents on site (ANEXPLO…)
- Zootechnical services
- Private animal housing boxes and surgery labs
- Shared equipments (pressure washer, hot and cold room…)
- Free access to specific equipments and labs
- Access to scientific library and press
- Team of 6 dedicated experts on site

BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT
- A personalized support to entrepreneurs from emerging or developing biotech projects
  - Coaching both scientific and business skills
  - Drawing up in business plans, administrative and financial support
  - Assistance in regulatory agreements (radioactivity, GLP…)
  - Identification of investors and strategic partners
  - Regular meeting with management teams
  - Interfacing with industrial, institutional and financial networks
  - Representing biotech companies in international business congresses (USA, Asia, Europe)
- Free access to specific seminars dedicated to life sciences entrepreneurs (fund raising, intellectual property, legal rules, human ressources, marketing of innovation…)

TAILORED INFRASTRUCTURES
Following the development of the biotech companies

PROLOGUE BIOTECH
- One of the first incubators dedicated to life sciences in France with 1,000 m² of modular laboratories and 250 m² of offices

BIOSTEP
- Business center: 1,950 m² business center of laboratories and offices just opposite the Prologue Biotech incubator (with a continued access to technical and business services)

TERTIARY SERVICES
- Remote monitoring for critical equipment and laboratories
- Security and access control to laboratories and offices
- Reception, secretarial services, cafeteria, meeting rooms

Free access to specific seminaries dedicated to life sciences entrepreneurs (fund raising, intellectual property, legal rules, human resources, marketing of innovation…)
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CLOSE TO TOULOUSE (1 MILLION INHABITANTS), ONE OF THE FASTEST GROWING CITIES IN FRANCE, THE BIOTECHNOLOGY PARK IS LOCATED IN AN EXCEPTIONAL ENVIRONMENT:

- Toulouse is the 2nd French university pole with 15,000 students & 2,200 researchers specialized in life sciences
- More than 70 academic research labs
- Well-renowned university hospital
- 4 competitiveness clusters dedicated to cancer (Bio Cancer Health Cluster), agribusiness (Agri South-West Innovation), IT (DigitalPlace), Aeronautics, Space and embedded Systems (Aerospace Valley)
- Big Pharma and Bio industry companies (12,000 jobs): Sanofi, Pierre Fabre...
- Strong network of innovative SMEs
- Financial network: international venture capitals, business angels, regional innovation agency

SICOVAL PROVIDES:

- General support to innovation:
  4 centers of excellence (Biotechnology / IT / Satellites / Agribusiness)
- Professional association of bio health enterprise: Bio Medical Alliance

PARTNER OF:

- Competitive clusters:
  Aerospace Valley, Agri South-West Innovation, Robotics Place, Cancer-Bio-Santé, Digital Place, Water Sensors and Membranes
- Business clubs:
  Bio Medical Alliance, Galaxie, Gipi, Incubator Midi-Pyrénées, Jelnov, La Mêlée, Sensing Valley, TIC Valley, Toulouse Campus
- Platforms:
  Toulouse White Biotech, Anexplo-Genotoul

---

**Location**

- **BiotechPark**: LABÈGE INNOPOLE
- **SICOVAL**: LABÈGE INNOPOLE

**Contact Information**

**Biostep**

516, rue Pierre et Marie Curie
31670 Labège-Innopole - France

**Prologue Biotech**

436, rue Pierre et Marie Curie
31670 Labège-Innopole - France

**Phone**: +33 (05) 61 28 70 00
**Email**: prologue.biotech@sicoval.fr
**Website**: www.sicoval.fr